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The show opens with a blissful jazz ballad and with the curtains opening onto

the stage and the camera panning onto the live studio audience. Next the 

host Mandar Nigdikar walks out onto the stage and takes a bow in his suit 

before sitting into his chair. " Welcome ladies and gentlemen to the first 

airing of " book club". As you know there has been a boom in the small story 

side of writing as of late and the two that seem to be selling in the greatest 

numbers are " Seeing A Beauty Queen Home" by Bill Naughton written in 

1959 and " Tony Kytes, the Arch-Deceiver" by Thomas Hardy written in 1894.

Tonight we will discuss the similarities and differences of these two short 

stories. So now to introduce my first guest, the resident expert on the female

mind and also a well published author Mr. Robert Pickles. " Robert enters the

stage wearing PVC flares and a sports jacket with an unusually large collar. 

He says hello to the audience before sitting down. Mandar begins to speak 

again " Now my other guest tonight is Psychologist Tom McKernan. Tom 

enters the stage where trainers, jeans a " CK" T-shirt. 

Mandar takes a sip of water from the glass in front of him and begins to 

speak once more. " Well gentlemen I think we should really get down to 

business and start discussing these stories. Is there anything either one of 

you would like to say to start with? " Robert speaks at this point and says " I 

find the men in these two stories to be treating the women in them with no 

respect whatsoever. 

In Thomas Hardy's story for instance Tony at one point after each in term 

has been either asked on to the wagon or has herself asked to be let on, has 

his to be fiance and two other women in the wagon at the same time without
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each other knowing. What kind of a man does that? " at this point Robert 

crosses his legs and a tremendous squeaking noise is heard throughout the 

set as the PVC rubs past each other. " As for Bill Naughton's story I have 

many points for Tony. First off he just struts up to the ladies and expects one

of the to run out to him which they do out of pity a quote to prove this is, 'I 

use to stroll up to the corner where the girls all stood in a circle... 

I'd run my eye over them, and the one my eye rested on would come 

running', then he expects Maggie to let him walk her home which she does 

again most probably out of pity. He then deliberately misses the last tram 

back hoping to get somewhere with this Maggie and then to top it all off he 

pretends to Maggie's grandma that he's some-one else altogether. I mean 

Maggie's Nan who lets her stay with her on weekends and dear old 

creature... " Robert is cut off mid flow by Tom who says, " For such a well 

known celebrity I think you're looking at this completely wrong. 

Actually thinking of it I'm not particularly surprised. Neither of the characters

are meaning to disrespect the women in the respective stories. Tony Kytes 

doesn't mean to hurt the women, he just doesn't know what he wants and 

Rudy just has a lot of self-confidence and he knows his strengths. At no point

in the story are we told that the women going to Rudy do it out of pity, 

indeed the story says that the women go to him as they all want to dance 

with him a quote to suggest my point is true would be this, 'every stumer in 

the place wanted to have a dance with 'Rudy' - as they called me' ". 

Robert interrupts Tom here and says " Ah but you forget my friend that story

is being told by Rudy himself unlike the Thomas Hardy story, thus everyone 
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telling a story about themselves so really they could have gone out of pity". 

Mandar starts to speak here, " Well anyway Robert and Tom. What can you 

say about the two different times these books were set in and how men and 

women's relationships were in this time"? Tom begins to speak here " well 

Tony Kytes is in the 1890's when England was still very much a rural country 

even though the cities were industrialized. 

This was a time when men had to ask the girl's father if he could marry their 

daughter. At this time the women had to have the dinner ready on the table 

when the husband got home but beating of the wife was fairly rare. Women 

had a need for marriage in those times. Spinsters were looked down upon 

and what people thought of you made a whole lot of difference in you day 

today life. In Thomas' story the reason why having the girls in the wagon at 

the same time was such a big deal was because of how important the 

reputation of people was then. 

A scandal like that could have caused all three girls to be left out of any 

social meetings for a ling while" Robert then begins to speak " Yes and 

'Seeing a beauty queen home' is set in 1959 a time when there was a very 

strong influence from America. This was the time when ballroom dancing 

was the rage. The story is set in a northern town near the seaside. Men and 

women were able to do as they liked but society were still not as liberal 

minded as now. " Now we've discussed the differences between where these 

two stories are set. Are there any similarities between the two stories? " To 

this question Tom answers. Well as I said earlier, both the men in these 

stories have a way with girls with Tony getting three women into his wagon 

and Rudy taking a beauty queen home. 
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Also these women were willing and not forced to do any of this: the women 

were willing to hide in the wagon for Tony and Maggie was willing for Rudy to

go into her house. " " Are their any differences in these stories? " to this 

question from the host Robert answers. " Well other then the settings of the 

stories the biggest differences are the way the story is being told Tony Kytes 

is being told by a third party and Rudy's is being told by himself. 

Also the two men, thinking about it Tony was very simple and was very 

fickle. He didn't mean any malice by what he was doing he was just 

indecisive. He spoke very simply which showed the reader an insight into his 

mind. Rudy on the other hand spoke very cocky to the ladies. He thought 

very highly of himself. And was looking for Maggie to make his night worth 

his mile because in his mind he didn't just come for some cocoa" Mandar 

jumps in here and says " Well I'm afraid that's all we have time for so god 

bless and good night". The curtain closes and the credits roll. 
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